NEW CALEDONIA: THE ARCHIPELAGO THAT DOESN'T WANT TO BE FREED

Vito Breda* and Andreja Mihailovic**

In 2018, the electorate of New Caledonia voted against independence in the first of what is a probable series of referenda. The result did not surprise many of those who follow New Caledonian politics. A substantial (yet variable) mining income, a level of public services above the regional average in the Pacific, a higher, by way of comparison, level of constitutional autonomy than other French regions, the possibility of accessing European world-class higher education institutions and the benefits of being a member of the European Overseas Countries and Territories Association (OCTA) are a few of the reasons that might have convinced New Caledonians to reject independence. The motivations that move a political community towards independence are multifarious, but this article will focus on the flexibility shown by the French constitutional system in accommodating the demands of the Kanak and the potential implications of renouncing the benefits of European citizenship.

The essay is divided into two main parts. The first part discusses the Noumea Accord and its implications for the French constitutional system; the second part discusses the identity-based constitutional aspirations of the Kanak.

I INTRODUCTION

According to the United Nations, New Caledonia is a non-self-governing territory¹ administered by the Republic of France as a French autonomous
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collectivity. New Caledonia, by way of comparison to other French regions, benefits from a constitutionally-entrenched legislative and administrative autonomy. The landmass of the archipelago is 18500 km² and it is composed of the island of Grand Terre, the archipelago of the Loyalty Islands and several hundred smaller and sporadically inhabited islands and atolls. The island of Grand Terre is the largest and it includes the territorial capital Noumea. The region is relatively isolated. Noumea is 539 km South of Port Vila in Vanuatu, 1472 km North West of Brisbane and 1804 km North of Auckland.

New Caledonia by comparison to metropolitan France, rich in resources. The archipelago includes, for instance, the fourth largest reserve of nickel in the world. The Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) is also a current and potential source of revenues since it covers a surface area of over 1.4 million km² which is several times the EEZ of metropolitan France. In 2017, the economic support that New Caledonia received from France was estimated to account for 15% of its GDP. The tertiary sector remains the highest contributor to the regional economy, outstripping in terms of GDP both the internal revenues produced by mining (via a sympathetic fiscal
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regime subsided by France) and the public sector. The effective contribution of the mining sector is notoriously difficult to evaluate since it is affected by environmental costs that cannot easily be assessed.

Due to French immigration policies, the majority of the resident population currently has colonial or overseas ancestry; however, in the North, there is an indigenous Kanak relative regional majority. The Kanak community, as the majority national indigenous Melanesian identity, is fragmented both sociologically, politically and linguistically. The grouping of a multinational society into a single entity is the result of the colonisation process; the sociological and political heterogeneity of the Kanak nation also has constitutional implications for the future of New Caledonia since not all Kanak are in favour of independence. The different perceptions within the Kanak community over the choices that define, and will define, the commonwealth of New Caledonia played out in the 2018 referendum over independence. The referendum result, which went in favour of preserving the union with France, was one of a series set up in the Noumea Accord.

The Noumea Accord, among other aspects, defines the level of autonomy of the region and sets the conditions, via the transfer of some of the French public institutions operating in the archipelago, for complete decolonisation.
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The Noumea Accord and the Matignon-Oudinot Accord (the Matignon Accord) have multiple implications for the administration of the archipelago.\textsuperscript{16} This essay will focus on two aspects that might have a substantial impact on the development of the constitutional status of New Caledonia.\textsuperscript{17} In particular, one section will discuss the constitutional implications of the Noumea Accord and secondly, the paper will evaluate the effects of the process for the recognition of the Kanak identity.

We call these elements 'drivers of change'. The term 'driver of change' refers to a research methodology pioneered in constitutional studies by the Constitution Unit at University College London (UCL) by Robert Hazell and a select group of researchers.\textsuperscript{18} Hazell and his team worked for over a decade on a project aimed at forecasting the future development of the UK constitutional system.\textsuperscript{19} The interdisciplinary methodology, which was first adopted in business studies, mapped the effects of interdependent variables such as economic trends,\textsuperscript{20} sociological transformations such as a nationalist revival in Scotland, external pressures by international organisations such as the Council of Europe\textsuperscript{21} and political parties' electoral campaign strategies.\textsuperscript{22} These are the 'drivers of change' since they might change a constitutional system.\textsuperscript{23} The results of the process of evaluating the interdependent effects of the drivers of change were a series of analyses of plausible scenarios that might develop in the next ten years within the British constitutional
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system. The objective of this essay is, however, less ambitious. The paper's aim is to describe a reasoned selection of the potential drivers of change that might affect the constitutional status (in the near future) of New Caledonia. So, the aspiration of the paper is, by way of comparison to Hazell's endeavour, to describe the chosen drivers of change and their causal relationships rather than forecasting future constitutional scenarios.

The selection of the drivers of change is also tilted towards the general implications that these elements have in a comparative analysis of the Pacific region. For instance, the accommodation of the Noumea Accord in the French Constitution might inspire a process of revaluation of identity-based constitutional demands in the US-controlled territories in the Pacific region such as American Samoa, Guam and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands. It is worth mentioning that historically, and in relation to the process of the evaluation of identity-based constitutional demands, both the French and US constitutional systems had a tendency to accept narratives which favoured the principle of equality (and indirectly, cultural homogeneity) over the idea of multinationalism.

Before these narratives are explored in more detail, a series of issues needs to be dealt with as part of the preliminary discussion. The group of islands and atolls that are New Caledonia were inhabited by the Kanak for over a thousand years before their land was annexed by the French Empire in 1853. It is safe to suggest that
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colonisation had a negative impact on the Kanak and their culture.\textsuperscript{29} The discovery of rich mining resources was directly coupled with government-promoted Asian and Pacific immigration that was perceived as providing a workforce which was viewed as 'better' than employing the local Kanak.\textsuperscript{30} In addition, the effect of several decades of officially abetted immigration from France developed a divided society in which poor Kanak lived in rural areas and rich immigrants inhabited urban areas.\textsuperscript{31} From the 1950s onwards, the oscillating economic cycles of the archipelago's mining sector exacerbated an already fragile relationship between the Kanak and the new residents, which is now recognised as the starting-point of the 1984 uprising known as the Kanak revolt.\textsuperscript{32}

Regarding the sociological phenomena at play, there are multiple explanations for politically motivated violence. Doumenge suggests, for instance, that regionalism was inspired by Anglo-Saxon ideology.\textsuperscript{33} Most studies, however, have associated the increased awareness of the political leaders of the Kanak, some of whom graduated from French universities, with the fact that the colonies were tired of the ailing French imperial power.\textsuperscript{34} There was also an increasing awareness that moral pressure would not be sufficient for change.\textsuperscript{35} It was, for instance, one of De Gaulle's impromptu policies that suppressed regional autonomy in Polynesia and New Caledonia.\textsuperscript{36} The French attempts to claw back its Pacific territories was, it is
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reasonable to assume, one of the triggers for the Kanak revolt between 1984 and 1988.37

The Matignon and Noumea Accords ended most of the hostilities.38 It is important to note that the Noumea Accord was a proxy for a reform of the French Constitution.39 The reform allocated a series of constitutionally-protected competences to New Caledonia, rebalanced public expenditure in a way that supported Kanak communities40 and set the conditions under which residents could vote in referenda over the next ten years on the issue of full sovereignty.41

Setting up the electoral role for the referendum over independence has been particularly controversial. There are currently three electoral roles in New Caledonia.42 One electoral role designates who can vote in municipal elections (and that coincides with the list for the European Parliament elections). Another electoral role decides who can vote in national elections (for the French Parliament and French President) and the third electoral role sets the limit of the franchise for the referenda over independence (arts 76 and 77 of the 1958 Constitution).43
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A series of regional commissions were set up to evaluate the requests to be listed in the electoral role for the 2018 referendum and the voting day was a relatively subdued affair. A majority of the listed voters favoured the status quo (60199 voted for full sovereignty and 78734 against), yet there were substantial regional variations. The majority of voters in the Northern provinces of La Gran Terre and the islands opted to support independence, whereas the Southern provinces and Nouméa voted for the status quo. The 2018 referendum might be the first of three in which New Caledonia might be asked to vote again on the same or a similar question. The possibility of voting again, given the current relative stability of the archipelago’s demography, might appear illogical. The Kanak (the majority of whom support independence) might not become, short of a mass emigration of French, European and Asian settlers from the Southern provinces, a demographic majority. Even if that were the case, electoral behaviours might change when independence (or the setting of a free association) is a more likely outcome of the decolonisation process. This has been the case, for instance, for the United Nations-sponsored referenda in Tokelau. It is also unlikely that a referendum and secession
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would be the death knell of French influence in the internal affairs of New Caledonia.\textsuperscript{51} The distinctive possibility of having multiple referenda (on the basis of the Noumea Accord) over the sovereignty of New Caledonia is, instead, an indication that both the French and Kanak have accepted the cyclic nature of identity-based constitutional aspirations.

It is also worth mentioning as part of the preliminary debate that New Caledonia is part of the OCTA.\textsuperscript{52} As a part of such an association, New Caledonians are European Union (EU) citizens who vote in EU elections, and have the possibility of demanding restricted protection from the European Court of Human Rights.\textsuperscript{53} It is outside the limits of this essay to discuss the implications that an eventual secession of New Caledonia from France might have for the relations between the EU and New Caledonian institutions but New Caledonian institutions might need to grapple with a series of dilemmas. The first is related to a shortfall in economic support from the EU. New Caledonia is currently the second highest beneficiary of EU funding in the OCTA group.\textsuperscript{54} A large part of the funding has allowed tertiary education students and staff to travel to and study in world-class European universities.\textsuperscript{55} In addition, New Caledonia's currency is 'pegged' to the Euro, which, in the long term, reduces the fluctuation that affects all small Pacific nations.\textsuperscript{56} A stable currency, by way of
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comparison to other small island states, contributes to a greater inflow of foreign direct investments and, consequently, to the creation of more jobs.\(^{57}\)

II A NEGATIVE DRIVER OF CHANGE: THE PARADIGM OF UNITY BETWEEN THE FRENCH REPUBLIC AND THE CONSTITUTIONAL RECOGNITION OF NEW CALEDONIA

The result of the 2018 referendum gives an indication of the current understanding of what is perceived by the majority as the most beneficial constitutional status of New Caledonia and it is a matter of speculation as to whether such a perception will continue to persist in the future. Constitutional negotiations over the destiny of New Caledonia will, however, continue to refer to the current constitutional asset of the archipelago which is directly linked to the French Constitution. In Part III we will discuss the effects that the 1958 constitutional principles such as the unity of the Republic and decentralisation reforms might have in the debate over an autonomous or an independent New Caledonia.\(^{58}\) In this part it will be argued instead that current French constitutional arrangements foster a level of democratic engagement over identity-based constitutional claims, yet these demands have to be accommodated within a distinctively French idea of equality that is inserted in the Republic's paradigm of unity.\(^{59}\)

The constitutional status of New Caledonia is explicitly recognised in the text of the 1958 Constitution in *Titre XIII Dispositions transitoires relatives a la Nouvelle-Caledonie*.\(^{60}\) Article 99 of the Loi 99-209 lists the legislative competences of the New Caledonia Congress. The Congress has, for instance, a legislative competence in relation to symbols (art 99(1)), customs (art 99(5)) and land resources such as those of oil and nickel (art 99(6)).\(^{61}\) In 2010 the Kanak flag was adopted as
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representing the archipelago, alongside the French flag. \(^{62}\) The introduction of customary law has been a proxy for a flourishing of pluralistic jurisprudence across a range of New Caledonian legal institutions. \(^{63}\) Family law and land management have seen the most interesting comparative developments. \(^{64}\) The recognition of a community distinctiveness is mediated by the principle of legislative identity between the law approved in France and that approved in New Caledonia, \(^{65}\) the principle of adaptivity in which laws are adapted to a cultural context \(^{66}\) and the paradigm of unity of the French Republic. \(^{67}\) The 'paradigm of unity' is the term that Marrani uses to describe the combined effects of a constitutional text that only recognises French as the official language of the Republic and that associated the use of French as one of the necessary elements for the application of the principle of equality. \(^{68}\)

The status of New Caledonia is, within the French gamut of meso-governance institutions, distinctive. \(^{69}\) The archipelago has the possibility of preparing (pursuant to art 76 of the 1958 Constitution and the Loi n° 99-209 organique du 19 mars 1999 relative à la Nouvelle-Calédonie) the conditions for a series of referenda, like the one that took place in 2018, that might grant full sovereignty to the French collectivity. \(^{70}\) Loi organique (Organic Law) has a special status and approval procedures within the hierarchy of French legal systems because it is intended to implement an aspect of the 1958 Constitution. \(^{71}\) Political debates over the
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constitutional accommodation of identity-based claims do not happen in a vacuum. The Constitution normally sets the boundaries of both the 'reasonable' in relation, for instance, to the partaking of the sharing of public resources, and the 'possible' vis-à-vis the derogation to fundamental principles such as equality. It is perhaps more so in a codified constitutional system such as the one adopted in France. The original text of the 1958 Constitution did not leave much room for debate over the recognition of sub-state national identities and, until the 1998 reforms that recognised the possibility of a special status for New Caledonia, the French constitutional model was considered the archetype of the unitary state. Overseas territories and communities were recognised, yet the acknowledgement only linked indirectly to the recognition of sub-state identities. The 2008 constitutional reform recognised the existence of regional languages as part of the process of the modernisation of the state's institutions, but the French language remains the only official language of the Republic.

There are strict prescriptive implications associated with an officially monolingual legal system. French public institutions, for instance, have to produce official documents in French. Institutions might produce translated documents, but they cannot be considered official documents. David Marrani argues that a constitutional endorsement of the language is a manifestation of the Republic's endorsement of the 'paradigm of unity'. He explains: 'Only the French language is
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the language of the French Republic. A few populations with different languages are recognised, as particular cultural identities but also as subordinated ethnicities. From an internal perspective, the subordination of alien languages to the French idiom is a manifestation, according to Marrani’s analysis of the jurisprudence of the Conseil constitutionnel, of the principle of equality before the law of all citizens. The image of a linguistically homogeneous community spills over into the normative debate on the protection of minorities because French institutions, as a supernumerary elaboration, refuse to recognise the existence of minority groups within their population. Again, Marrani describes the manifestation of the paradigm of unity with a distinctive insight: 'Language is employed as the means to organise the world through an ideological order, it is a theatrical representation of a society; it is a theatrical representation of a society that believes it is what is represented: a society formed by language into a country (France), then into a Republic.' In other words, and from an external and sociological perspective, the idea of overlapping a normative idea (eg the principle of equality) with a pragmatic choice (eg choosing a language, national symbols and excluding other national groups that make concurring claims) is a manifestation of French ethnocentric nationalism.

The refusal to recognise a language as official was a deliberate historical choice by the drafter of the 1958 Constitution, which has not been changed by subsequent constitutional reforms. France shares a series of historical linguistic minorities (eg the Catalan and the Basque) that are recognised in Spain. The 1948 Italian Constitution, which was inspired by the 1946 French Constitution and that was approved just ten years before the 1958 French Constitution, explicitly recognises
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regional ethnic communities and their languages as official languages.\textsuperscript{87} It is safe to suggest that the 1958 parliament's decision to ignore the existence of minorities in metropolitan France and its confirmation in 2008 is based on a legal fiction.\textsuperscript{88} Secondly, and perhaps as a corollary to the first point, given the counterfactual nature of the paradigm of unity (ie France is a multinational and pluri-linguistic community), it is reasonable to assume that the decision to ignore social features and to protect others is a manifestation of a nation-building strategy.\textsuperscript{89} Bell describes this process:\textsuperscript{90}

Faced with this monumental task, the revolutionaries adopted the methods of the Reformation-era priesthood, proposing to send their own well-drilled republican versions of the Jesuits out into the countryside to teach, persuade, and indoctrinate by every possible means, and to provide the diverse population with a common education, a common set of allegiances, and a common language.

The chosen common language is, in a nutshell, a constitutional distortion that should be considered as more than technical in nature. It is an ideological assumption that was (and still is) imposed into a political system of contending interests.\textsuperscript{91}

For instance, Anderson refers to the concept of \textit{Imagined Community} in which strangers are gathered around a shared language as a sociological project that favours some ideological elements and omits others.\textsuperscript{92} For instance, the \textit{Loi constitutionnelle} n°2003-276 inserted the principle of administrative decentralisation into the 1958 Constitution, yet the reallocation of political power from the central to the regional
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institutions is based on the assumption that the decentralisation of a selected number of administrative functions might increase the overall efficiency of the French public sector.

The only exception to this approach relates to the specific status of the French Polynesian territories and New Caledonia, which have been allowed to adopt special measures to benefit the local populations based on the fact that these relate to very specific autonomous territories. As a consequence special measures can occur only under limited administrative sleights-of-hand, seen in the above 2001 decision which approved the identification of economically deprived areas for special educational assistance that do not distinguish between candidates within those areas on the basis of minority or other grounds. The fact that, invariably, the majority of residents in these areas are also racial, ethnic or religious minorities is not germane to the model.

In other words, the relocation of administrative powers is not related to a recognition of sub-state national identities nor can it be constructed as an exception to the paradigm of unity of the French nation.

There is, however, an element of flexibility in the formulation of the paradigm of unity that allows for the accommodation of specific regional needs. The 1998 Noumea Accord is, according to Marrani and Fisher, one of the manifestations of that flexibility. As mentioned earlier in this paper, the Accords emerged after a period of political instability and ethnic violence. This last stage of the development of Kanak identity is associated with a troublesome period in the relation between independence supporters and French institutions. 'Les événements', as the period of instability was called, was also a phase of negotiations, but the watershed moment, in terms of forming the current development of New Caledonia, happened
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during the aftermath of the 1988 Gossanah cave crisis. The Matignon Accord indicated the end of the violence and set out the areas of customary law.\textsuperscript{99} The Noumea Accord eventually established the Customary Senate representing the different regional customary councils.\textsuperscript{101} In addition, the French government accepted that the electoral franchise should be amended in such a way as to reduce the effects of immigration and, in exchange, the Kanak accepted postponing an eventual referendum over independence.\textsuperscript{102} It was, however, clear that a demographic majority of non-Kanak would continue to have a limited say in the administration of the archipelago and that having the opportunity to have scheduled referenda might be a profitless and transient prize for the Kanak.\textsuperscript{103} The French parliament had to approve the Accord (it did so with Organic Law 99-209 1999),\textsuperscript{104} amend the 1958 Constitution\textsuperscript{105} and continue to pass statutory acts and regulations that maintained the Republic's commitment to the Noumea Accord throughout multiple political cycles in the French government. One of the latest statutory activities linked to the Accord was the approval of the Loi 2018-280, which fine-tuned some of the issues related to the limits of the referendum voting franchise.\textsuperscript{106}

There is limited space to discuss in more detail the administrative ramifications for public institutions and private individuals (such as the management of customary land) in the period that followed the Noumea Accord, yet it is important to note that both agreements prepared the road map for collaboration between the central and regional administrations.\textsuperscript{107} Distinctive of the Noumea Accord, within the constitutional endorsement of the paradigm of unity, is the indirect recognition of the Kanak as a sub-state national identity. For instance, the recognition of national symbols in Article 5 of the Loi 99-209, and the traditional law and its jurisdictional implications in Title I of the same statute are manifestations of the existence of
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concurring national identities. The administrative relocation of institutions, such as the Kanak Development Agency, which actively promote the decolonisation process from France in the archipelago and within international organisations such as the United Nations are also indications of the recognition of a sub-state identity, which has the prerogative to act in a way that is concurrent with French national interests and that might derogate from the paradigm of unity of the Republic. It might be the case of reality (and necessity) being not only the mother of constitutional transformation, but also the first cousin to prescience. Perhaps the most obvious sign of a change of roles in the paradigm of unity within the French constitutional system is the recognition of the Traditional Customs Senate. The Traditional Customs Senate has to be consulted, depending on the procedural requirements, by the president of the government, by the president of the congress or by the president of the provinces, on projects or bills that affect the Kanak identity. The consultative power is limited but the interesting aspect of the article is the explicit recognition of the Kanak identity.

Again, the recognition of an identity rather than a Kanak national identity might appear to be a relatively small step. However, it is the combination of accepting a sociological fact (eg the existence of a concurring identity next to the French nation) and the recognition that a social group has an administrative (albeit limited) power that gives one indication among many that France's paradigm of unity might allow for a degree of flexibility. Recall that until recently the recognition of a minority language was associated with an insistent denial of the possibility of a multinational French Republic and that the French jurisprudence underpinning the paradigm of unity might continue to describe France as a single nation in which localised ethnic communities do speak a local vernacular. However, the reference in the Loi 99-
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209 to a Kanak identity indicates, an increased awareness of the limit of the paradigm of unity.\textsuperscript{116}

Additionally, the recognition of the Kanak culture might appear as a minute step. Most of France's adjacent European states do recognise official languages. The Spanish Constitution recognises its nationalities (eg the Basque), and the Swiss,\textsuperscript{117} Italian\textsuperscript{118} and Belgian\textsuperscript{119} constitutions acknowledge their linguistic communities. However, the historical and institutional conditions upon which the Republic is founded are different. For instance, Marrani noted that imposing (by violence if necessary) a local vernacular as a substitute for Latin has been a crucial part in the formation of the Republic.\textsuperscript{120} Similarly, but perhaps less violent, was the selection of English by the US constitutional system. Note that the US Supreme Court's interpretation of the principle of equality has similar levelling effects on identity-based constitutional claims in Hawaii, American Samoa, Guam and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands.\textsuperscript{121} Analogous to the US jurisprudence, the current qualification of equality principles by the French jurisprudence remains strongly associated with the paradigm of (national) unity and it will continue to add an element of inertia; that is to say, it is a negative driver of change in the process of the constitutional recognition of the Kanak identity.

\textbf{III \quad DRIVER OF CHANGE: THE DYNAMIC OF THE KANAK IDENTITY}

In Part I we discussed the explicit and implicit constitutional limits of the process of recognition of the Kanak identity. This Part focuses on the Kanak communities and on their political aspirations. Secession is high on the agenda of most but not all those political parties that represent Kanak identity.\textsuperscript{122} The Kanak and Socialist National Liberation Front, for instance, supports independence, however, the Caledonia Union, which has a multiethnic franchise, is in favour of a free association with France.\textsuperscript{123}
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\textsuperscript{119} Belgian Parliament "Belgian Constitution as Updated Following the Constitutional Revision of 24 October 2017" art 2.

\textsuperscript{120} Marrani, above n 59, 118.
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The Kanak peoples are generally recognised as a Melanesia population. However, Kanak society is highly diversified and fractured along political, tribal and clan lines. Its current identity has been affected by the European colonisation process in a way that had, on a general level, a negative impact on the size of the population and on Kanak culture. In relation to political claims that have constitutional significance, the majority of the political parties support decentralisation and a minority support independence. It is interesting to note that in the 1950s and after the process of decentralisation had started, the Caledonian Union represented the interests of both Kanak and European resident, and in the 1959 referendum, 98% of the voters supported the union with France. However, in 1963, with a series of statutory measures, New Caledonia’s autonomy was substantially reduced and a new regulation was inserted to administer the archipelago’s recently discovered mining resources. The transfer of administrative power over local mining resources, coincided with a revival of the Kanak identity.

It is plausible to suggest that after World War II an increased awareness of the Kanak peoples’ cultural distinctiveness was coupled with the coordination of political demands by political parties such as the Kanak and Socialist National Liberation Front. In the 1970s, multiple parties claimed to represent the Kanak identity: LKS (Libération Kanak Socialiste, Socialist Kanak Liberation), FULK (Front Uni de la Libération Kanak, United Kanak Liberation Front), the UPM (Union Progressiste Mélanésienne, Popular Melanesian Union), and the PSC (Parti Socialiste Calédonie, [New] Caledonian Socialist Party).
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Caledonian politics will not be discussed in detail however it is notable that the frustration with a lack of decentration might have been a proxy for the degeneration of the political debate into violence.\textsuperscript{134} Chappell, for instance, suggests an untrammelled relation of causation between the centralist stance held by the French government in relation to New Caledonia's period of political violence.\textsuperscript{135}

It is also important to note that immigration and the formation of the electoral role was, and to some extent still is, perceived as one of the hot debates for the political parties representing Kanak identity and European/Asian/Pacific islanders who settled in New Caledonia.\textsuperscript{136} The policy was effective and, by the middle of the 1960s, it had a significant impact on reducing the role that the Kanak could have, as part of a minority group, within New Caledonia's political arena and within French national politics.\textsuperscript{137}

A substantial step towards a normalisation of relations between the Kanak and France was the international recognition of the status of the Kanak. In 1986, the General Assembly of the United Nations reintroduced New Caledonia to the list of territories that might benefit from a process of decolonisation. It is also apparent that, after the 1960s, French immigration policies had the effect of transforming the role of the Kanak from a demographic majority to a heavily monitored minority.\textsuperscript{138} In 1988, Fisher reports, over 6000 military personnel were stationed for a platitudinous 'development reason' in the proximity of Kanak villages.\textsuperscript{139} The imperial orthopraxy might have been subsumed, yet the current demography of the archipelago continues to be a source of attrition between the Kanak and the residents who arrived in New Caledonia.

\textsuperscript{134} Ibid 61; Chappell "Decolonisation and Nation-Building in New Caledonia", above n 2, 60; Chappell The Kanak Awakening, above n 124, 212; T Hadden and K Boyle "Northern Ireland: Conflict and Conflict Resolution" in K Rupesinghe (ed) Ethnic conflict and human right (United Nations University Press) 53; Garth Stevenson Parallel Paths: The Development of Nationalism in Ireland and Quebec (McGill-Queen's University Press, 2006); Georg Grote The South Tyrol Question, 1866–2010: From National Rage to Regional State (Peter Lang, 2012); Professor Michael Keating Nations against the State: The New Politics of Nationalism in Quebec, Catalonia and Scotland (Palgrave Macmillan, 1996).
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Caledonia; however, the Gossanah cave crisis is considered a turning point in French and Kanak relations.\textsuperscript{140}

The Gossanah cave crisis resulted in twenty-one deaths and attracted widespread international condemnation.\textsuperscript{141} In the aftermath of the crisis, French central institutions, at least in practice, accepted that institutional violence might not stop the process of recognition of the Kanak and the Kanak accepted continuing their struggle without using violence. This new stage of the process of negotiation was marked by two agreements. The first was the Matignon Accord. The second agreement, which arrived seven years after the Matignon Accord, was the Noumea Accord.\textsuperscript{142} The Noumea Accord, by way of comparison to Matignon Accord, had higher constitutional implications since it changed the status of New Caledonia from a region to an autonomous territory with constitutionally-entrenched legislative competences.\textsuperscript{143} However, it was the Matignon Accord that signalled that French central institutions were willing to negotiate the recognition of local customs.\textsuperscript{144}

The Matignon Accord should be considered, for instance, as one of the processes that fostered a considerable reduction in ethnic violence between the majority of the population that has European ancestry and the original inhabitants of New Caledonia.\textsuperscript{145} It also prepared a plan for the redistribution of land and mining resources, like the one managed by the Société d'Economie Mixte de Développement Contrélée par la Province Nord, to the Northern provinces that have a larger Kanak population.\textsuperscript{146} So, the Matignon Accord and Noumea Accord, with their respective referenda, might have given an indication that political parties representing French national interests and political parties supporting New Caledonian identities were
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accepting the dynamic nature of identity-based political claims.\textsuperscript{147} Fisher describes the effects of the Accord:\textsuperscript{148}

The Noumea Accord is an innovative and ground-breaking agreement by all three partners, the French State, the mainly Kanak independentists, and the mainly European pro-France group […] Its key features include an acknowledgement of the 'shock' of colonisation both to the identity of the Kanak people and those who had come either for religious reasons or against their will; a future for all groups within a common destiny; and a continued commitment to economic rebalancing. In a new concept of 'shared sovereignty', the French State would transfer all but the central, or regalien, sovereign competencies (defence, foreign affairs, justice, law and order, and the currency), progressively to local institutions in a defined schedule.

The economic and constitutional implications, Fisher notes, of the Noumea Accord are significant, yet the agreement shows signs of a shared commitment to negotiate rational decisions, rather than imposing nationalist and exclusionary assumptions on others.

In addition, the long-term (perhaps too long-term) schedule for the administrative transfer of powers and for the referenda over independence (eg Title IX of the Loi 99-209 which implemented the Noumea Accord) shows a distinctive awareness of the dynamic nature of the identity-making process.\textsuperscript{149} On a general level, the identity-making process tends to foster cycles in which support for decentralisation fluctuates.\textsuperscript{150} In the past 50 years, for instance, the support for independence has
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fluctuated, but a similar large variation has been reported in Hawaii, Guam and American Samoa, Quebec, Catalonia, Sicily and Scotland.

Furthermore, the two Accords separated out the political issue of managing the archipelago’s resources, and instead focussed on a debate over the protection of the Kanak identity, Kanak languages and traditional customs. In 1988, for instance, the Agency for the Development of the Kanak Culture established by the Matignon Accord was one of the institutions that signalled a change of interaction between French central institutions and Kanak peoples. The Agency for the Development of the Kanak Culture has a significant role in promoting tourism, yet, politically, it also increases the profile of the Kanak culture and ultimately provides a reference point for developing a national identity. The Customary Senate of New Caledonia is, for instance, actively promoting the cultural implications of having a multilingual Kanak identity.
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The public support for the development of a local culture has been an example of collaboration between the Kanak, New Caledonian immigrants and French institutions however, diverging political and legal interpretations of previous agreements are to be expected in such a dynamic social environment. One of the most debated issues is related to the boundaries of the electoral franchise for the planned set of referenda over independence.\textsuperscript{161} The political parties that have taken on the role of representing the Kanak identity considered art 188 of the Loi 99-209 as restricting the electoral franchise to those who were resident in New Caledonia before 1998. The political parties that had a tendency to support union with France interpreted art 188 of the Loi 99-209 as having a less narrow ten-year residency restriction.\textsuperscript{162} The unionists (eg Rassemblement, Nouvelles Caledoniennes) were concerned with the progressive undemocratic effect of reducing the electoral franchise to a list that is over twenty years old.\textsuperscript{163} After a long gestation, a period which included the litigation related to art 188 by French jurisdictions\textsuperscript{164} and, at the European Court of Human Rights,\textsuperscript{165} the Loi was amended in order to recognise the restriction of the franchise.\textsuperscript{166} This might appear as a long and convoluted process, but deciding over 'who can be part of a community' is normally perceived as fundamental for a political entity. Again, the saga over who can vote is a manifestation of the dynamic nature of the identity-formation process for the Kanak and for the other identity groups that reside in New Caledonia. This process of interaction (which might be based on disagreements) will continue, it is reasonable to suggest, to drive the change in Caledonia's constitutional status within the French Republic.
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IV Conclusion

In this paper we have discussed a selection of constitutional and political factors that are likely to influence the future of New Caledonia. We discussed, for instance, the effect of the paradigm of unity of the French constitutional system, the constitutional requirement of having French as the only official language and what the implications are for the status of Kanak peoples. While the Matignon Accord and Noumea Accord have constitutionally entrenched New Caledonia autonomy, the paradigm of unity will continue to add an element of inertia to the process of recognition of New Caledonian identities.

A second driver of change considered in this paper was the role of Kanak identity and the Kanak peoples in reshaping the constitutional status of the archipelago. The most evident aspect of the Noumea Accord is the set of referenda over independence, like the one which took place in 2018. However, Kanak identity-based constitutional demands are far more articulated than secession is. Referenda that seek to change the status of a political unity such as the one over Catalonia independence or over Puerto Rico's US statehood are not apotropaic devices. We argued, instead, that New Caledonia's identity-based constitutional demands such as control over the free movement of French and New Caledonian citizens (currently a competence of French central institutions), the managing of the electoral franchises and the recognition of Kanak languages as official languages might change the French constitutional system.